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The role of higher order coupling of surface vibrations to the relative motion in heavy-ion fusion reactions
at near-barrier energies is investigated. The coupled channels equations are solved to all orders and also in the
linear and the quadratic coupling approximations. Taking64Ni 1 92,96Zr reactions as examples, it is shown that
all order couplings lead to considerably improved agreement with the experimentally measured fusion cross
sections and average angular momenta of the compound nucleus for such heavy, nearly symmetric systems.
The importance of higher order coupling is also examined for asymmetric systems like16O 1 112Cd,
144Sm, for which previous calculations of the fusion cross section seemed to indicate that the linear coupling
approximation was adequate. It is shown that the shape of the barrier distributions and the energy dependence
of the average angular momentum can change significantly when the higher order couplings are included, even
for systems where measured fusion cross sections may seem to be well reproduced by the linear coupling
approximation.@S0556-2813~97!00201-X#
























































The analysis of the fusion process in terms of the bar
distribution has generated renewed interest in heavy-ion
lisions at energies below and near the Coulomb bar
@1–11#. Early studies of sub-barrier fusion reactions co
pared data and theory in terms of the excitation function
the fusion cross section. It is now well established that fus
cross sections at sub-barrier energies may be enhance
several orders of magnitude compared with predictions o
one-dimensional potential model, which is due to coupling
the relative motion to nuclear intrinsic degrees of freed
@12#. It has been shown that under the eigenchannel appr
mation, these couplings give rise to a distribution of poten
barriers. Recently, Rowley, Satchler, and Stelson propos
method to extract the barrier distribution directly from me
sured fusion cross sections@1#. Although, strictly speaking,
this method has a clear physical meaning only in the limit
sudden tunneling, i.e., in the limit of a degenerate spect
of intrinsic motions@13#, the same analysis was later appli
also to the case where the intrinsic motions have finite e
tation energies@14#. The excitation function of the fusion
cross section has to be measured with extremely high pr
sion at small energy intervals in order to deduce meanin
barrier distributions. Such data are now available for sev
systems, and have shown that the barrier distribution is v
sensitive to the nuclear structure of the colliding nuclei. T
analysis of the barrier distribution clearly shows the effe
of couplings to static deformations@2–4,6#, vibrational de-
grees of freedom@5,6#, transfer channels@5,6#, and mul-























citations@9#, in a way much more apparent than in the fusi
excitation function itself.
Another quantity which has recently received increas
attention in the study of heavy-ion sub-barrier fusion re
tions is the angular momentum distribution of the compou
nucleus@15–23#. As in the case of the fusion cross sectio
the angular momentum distribution is also affected by
coupling between the relative motion and intrinsic degrees
freedom. Experimental data show that the average ang
momentum of the compound nucleus formed in heavy-
fusion reactions at sub-barrier energies is systematic
larger than the value expected using the one-dimensiona
tential model@15#. Furthermore, it has been pointed out th
the angular momentum distribution is also sensitive to
details of the coupling@19#.
The fusion barrier distribution, the angular momentu
distributions, and the fusion excitation function all reflect t
physical processes occurring in fusion. In comparing m
surement and calculation, the excitation function shows m
sensitively the energy of the lowest barrier, while the oth
show more clearly the effect of couplings over the who
range of the barrier distribution. Therefore a simultaneo
presentation of the data and theory in all three forms~if
possible! allows the most complete comparison of data a
theory.
Theoretically the standard way to address the effects
the coupling between the relative motion and the intrin
degrees of freedom is to solve the coupled channels e
tions, including all the relevant channels. Most of t
coupled channels calculations performed so far use the lin
coupling approximation, where the coupling potential is e
panded in powers of the deformation parameter, keep
only the linear term. While this approach reproduces the
perimental data of fusion cross sections for very asymme





























































































55 277VALIDITY OF THE LINEAR COUPLING . . .symmetric systems@15,17,21–23#. Thus, it is of interest to
examine the validity of one of the main approximations
these calculations, namely, the linear coupling approxim
tion, and see whether the effects of nonlinear coupling
prove the agreement between data and the theoretical c
lations for such systems. Even in asymmetric systems,
nonlinear couplings might be important to reproduce p
cisely measured data.
The effects of nonlinear coupling can be easily studied
the excitation energy of the intrinsic motion is very small
as to allow one to use the sudden tunneling approxima
@13#. The experimental data of the excitation function of t
fusion cross section as well as the barrier distribution for
16O1 154Sm, 186W reactions were analyzed in this mann
@4,6#. The effects of higher order couplings on barrier dist
butions in the limit of zero excitation energy has been d
cussed by Balantekin, Bennett, and Kuyucak in the fram
work of the interacting boson model~IBM ! @24#. However,
for nuclear surface vibrations the excitation energies can
be neglected in most cases, and one has to solve full cou
channels equations. Because of the complexity of such
culations, very few studies have addressed the effects o
higher order couplings for the vibrational motion. Esbens
and Landowne expanded the coupling potential up to
second order with respect to the deformation parameter,
have shown that second order coupling leads to a be
agreement between the theoretical calculations and the
perimental fusion cross sections for reactions between dif
ent nickel isotopes@25#. The quadratic coupling approxima
tion was applied also to the58,64Ni1 92,100Mo reactions@20#.
There it was shown that the experimental data of both
fusion cross sections and the angular momentum distr
tions are well reproduced by the coupled channels calc
tions in the quadratic coupling approximation. Coupl
channels calculations including full order coupling and t
finite excitation energy of nuclear surface vibrations ha
recently been performed for the58Ni1 60Ni reaction@7,26#.
It is seen that higher order couplings are essential in re
ducing the experimental data for this system, and the sh
of the barrier distribution changes drastically when the
fects of the higher order couplings are taken into accou
References@7,26# do not, however, discuss the quality of th
quadratic coupling approximation and the convergence of
expansion of the coupling potential.
Although all the above studies and the multidimensio
tunneling model in Ref.@27# show the effects of higher orde
couplings in specific systems, there has not been any sys
atic effort to identify their degree of importance for differe
systems. Furthermore, it is not obvious whether calculati
to all orders are necessary or an expansion up to the se
order is sufficient. In view of the high precision data th
have recently become available, a critical examination of
effects of these approximations on the cross sections
barrier distribution is necessary before making quantita
comparisons with experimental data.
In this paper we solve the coupled channels equati
including the finite excitation energies of the vibration
states, and without introducing the expansion with respec
deformation parameters. The results of these calculations
fusion cross sections, average angular momenta, and ba












































the quadratic coupling approximations. The paper is or
nized as follows. In Sec. II the coupled channels calculati
which include higher order couplings are formulated. E
plicit expressions for the matrix elements of higher ord
terms in both the nuclear and the Coulomb couplings
presented. It is seen that inclusion of up to the first or
term in the Coulomb coupling is sufficient, but higher ord
terms are necessary for nuclear coupling. In Sec. III
coupled channels equations are solved for the64Ni1
92,96Zr systems, where the experimental data of both the
sion cross sections and the average angular momenta o
compound nucleus are available. The asymmetric syst
16O1 112Cd, 144Sm are also studied in this section and t
calculations are compared with measured fusion cross
tions, barrier distributions, and the average angular mome
of the compound nucleus. The summary is given in Sec.
II. COUPLED CHANNELS EQUATIONS
AND COUPLING FORM FACTORS
Consider the problem where the relative motion betwe
colliding nuclei couples to a vibrational mode of excitatio
of the target nucleus. For simplicity excitations of the pr
jectile are not considered in this section. It is straightforwa
to extend the formulas to the case where many different
brational modes are present and where projectile excitat
also occur. For heavy-ion fusion reactions, to a good
proximation one can replace the angular momentum of
relative motion in each channel by the total angular mom
tum J @28,29#. This approximation, often referred to as th
no-Coriolis approximation, will be used throughout this p














Vnm~r !cm~r !50, ~1!
where r is the radial component of the coordinate of t
relative motion,m the reduced mass, andVN the nuclear
potential in the entrance channel, respectively.Ec.m. is the
bombarding energy in the center-of-mass frame and\v is
the excitation energy of the vibrational phonon.Vnm are the
coupling form factors, which in the collective model cons
of Coulomb and nuclear components. These two compon
are discussed in the following subsections.
A. Coulomb coupling form factors
We first consider the effects of higher order terms of t
Coulomb component. In Refs.@24,25# it has been reported
that the higher order Coulomb couplings are not importan
heavy-ion fusion reactions. However, Ref.@25# studied only
the excitation function of the fusion cross section, and
not discuss the barrier distribution. On the other hand, R
@24# ignored the finite excitation energy of nuclear intrins
motions, though it discusses the effects on barrier distri
tion. Here we investigate the effects of higher order Co
lomb couplings on both the excitation function of the fusi
cross section and the barrier distribution and do not ign




















































278 55HAGINO, TAKIGAWA, DASGUPTA, HINDE, AND LEIGHsider the case where the target has only a single pho
excitation.
The Coulomb potential between the spherical projec
and the vibrational target is given by
















where rT is the charge density of the target nucleus a
Ql80 the electric multipole operator defined as
Ql805E drZTerT~r !r l8Yl80~ r̂ !. ~3!
Equation~2! uses the fact that the angular momentum for
relative motion does not change in the no-Coriolis appro
mation, and that the associated spherical harmonics
evaluated at the forward angler̂50, leading to the factor
A(2l811)/4p. If we assume a sharp matter distribution f
the target nucleus and a phonon excitation of multipola






3H al0dl,l81~2 !l8 ~l812!~2l11!2A4p
3S l l l80 0 0 D ~alal!l80J , ~4!
up to second order in the surface coordinatelm , where
RT
(0) is the equivalent sharp surface radius of the tar
nucleus. In the collective model of surface oscillations,
surface coordinatesalm are treated as dynamical variable
They are related to the phonon creation and annihilation
erators by
alm5a0~alm
† 1~2 !mal2m!, ~5!
wherea0 is the amplitude of the zero point motion. It
related to the deformation parameterbl by
a05bl /A2l11 @31# and can be estimated from the me










This equation is valid if the amplitude of the vibration
small and the transition operator is linearly proportional
a0.
The Coulomb components of the coupling form facto
Vnm in Eq. ~1! are obtained by taking the matrix elements
VC betweenn- andm-phonon states. Since we assume t
there exists only the one-phonon state in the vibrational
citation of the target, the Coulomb coupling form factors









































If there exist two-phonon multiplets, then the formalism b
comes much more complicated in the case of nonlinear c
pling. In the case of the linear coupling, it is known that t
no-Coriolis approximation enables us to replace the c
plings to all the members of the two-phonon multiplets
the coupling to a single state by making an appropriate u
tary transformation@14,28#. This leads to a significant reduc
tion of the dimensions of the coupled channels problem. T
property is lost if one keeps higher order terms of the C
lomb coupling since the radial dependence of the coup
form factor for the Coulomb part explicitly depends on t
multipolarity of the nuclear excitation.
We now apply Eqs.~7! and ~8! to fusion reactions be-
tween two58Ni nuclei, where the importance of second ord
couplings in the nuclear interaction has been reported@25#.
We take into account the quadrupole vibrational state at 1
MeV, and truncate the whole space at the one-phonon s
The parameters for the nuclear potential and the deforma
parameter from Ref.@25# have been used. Since at this sta
we want to investigate the effects of higher order Coulo
coupling, a linear coupling for the nuclear interaction h
been used, for ease of calculation. The coupled chan
equations are solved by imposing the incoming wave bou
ary condition in the inner region of the fusion potential. W
found that the second order coupling in the Coulomb int
action causes no visible effects to the fusion cross sectio
changes the fusion cross section by only about 0.2% in
energy region we considered, i.e., from about 10 MeV bel
FIG. 1. The barrier distribution for fusion between two58Ni
nuclei. The one-phonon state of the quadrupole surface vibratio
taken into account. The nuclear interaction is treated in the lin
coupling approximation. The dotted line corresponds to the c
where the Coulomb coupling potential is also treated in the lin
coupling approximation, while the solid line takes into account no



















55 279VALIDITY OF THE LINEAR COUPLING . . .the Coulomb barrier to about 10 MeV above the Coulo
barrier. Figure 1 shows the barrier distributio
@d2(Ec.m.s)/dEc.m.
2 # as a function of the bombarding energ
As seen from the figure, second order Coulomb coupli
modify only very marginally the barrier distribution. Furthe
calculations showed that the situation does not change w
the value of the deformation parameter is varied with
physically plausible limits. Therefore we hereafter use
linear coupling approximation for the Coulomb coupling a
investigate the effects of the higher order terms only
nuclear coupling. The matrix elements of the Coulomb c



































Note that we have defined the multiphonon channels by
ing the appropriate linear combinations of the multiphon
multiplets. As remarked before, this is possible only for t
linear coupling approximation in the Coulomb interaction
B. Nuclear coupling form factors
In the collective model, the nuclear interaction is assum
to be a function of the separation distance between the











Volume conservation introduces a small term which is nonlinear with respect to the deformation parameterl0 in the
denominator of the above Eq.~11!. This is ignored for simplicity in the present study. As in the case of Eq.~2! for the
Coulomb coupling, here we consider the coupling form factor for the forward angle, which is needed to obtain the c
channels equations in the no-Coriolis approximation. We assume a Woods-Saxon form for the nuclear potential. The
of the resultant formulas in this subsection, however, remain unchanged for other forms of the nuclear potential. Den










un(x) is the eigenfunction of thenth excited state of the harmonic oscillator. The conventional nuclear coupling form f
in the linear coupling approximation is obtained by expanding Eq.~11! with respect toal0 and keeping only the linear term































The last term in this equation is included to make the c
pling interaction vanish in the entrance channel. Equat
~14! represents the form factor which contains couplings
all orders. We use these form factors in the next section
order to discuss the effects of higher order coupling to vib
tional modes of excitation of the colliding nuclei on heav
ion fusion reactions.






by Eq.~13! as the bare potential in the entrance channel,
could useV00
(N) in Eq. ~12! as the nuclear potential in th
entrance channel. The use of Eq.~13! makes it easier to
examine the convergence of the effects of higher order te
by comparing the results of the calculations in the linear a
the quadratic approximations and the full order calculatio
Notice thatV00
(N) is identical with the potential given by Eq












































































280 55HAGINO, TAKIGAWA, DASGUPTA, HINDE, AND LEIGHIII. RESULTS: EFFECTS OF HIGHER ORDER
COUPLINGS
A. Nearly symmetric systems
We now present the results of our calculations of fus
cross sections, average angular momenta of the compo
nucleus, and fusion barrier distributions. We first discu
heavy, nearly symmetric systems. The experimental dat
the average angular momentum of the compound nucleu
several systems are summarized in Fig. 5 of Ref.@17#. It
suggests that the conventional coupled channels calcula
do not work for heavy, nearly symmetric systems. We a
lyze in particular 64Ni1 92,96Zr reactions which are typica
examples where the conventional coupled channels calc
tions with the linear coupling approximation fail to repr
duce the fusion cross sections and average angular mo
tum data@21#. Our aim is to investigate whether the failure
due to the linear coupling approximation by performing li
ear, quadratic, and full coupling calculations.
We take into account the couplings up to two-phon
states of the quadrupole surface vibrations of64Ni and
92Zr, and of the octupole vibration of96Zr. We also take
their mutual excitations into account. We ignore the effe
of transfer reactions, because it has been reported in
@21# that they have only small effects on the fusion cro
sections and the average angular momenta in these reac
The excitation energies of the single-phonon states in64Ni,
92Zr, and 96Zr are 1.34, 0.934, and 1.897 MeV, respective
We assumed the radius parameter associated with the
pling interactions to be 1.2 fm in all cases. The deformat
parameter of64Ni was taken to beb250.19 @25#. Following
Refs.@14,32# we usedb250.25 for the nuclear coupling as
sociated with the quadrupole vibration of92Zr, while the
deformation parameter in the Coulomb coupling interact
was estimated from the measuredB(E2)↑ value to be 0.108.
The different value for the nuclear deformation parame
from that of the Coulomb coupling parameter was requi
in order to fit the angular distribution of the inelastic scatt
ing of 16O from 92Zr at 56 MeV @32#. The deformation pa-
rameterb3 of
96Zr was estimated from the recently me
suredB(E3)↑ value@33# to be 0.268. We assumed the sam
value for the deformation parameter for the nuclear coup
as that for the Coulomb deformation parameter for t
nucleus. The nuclear potentials used in this paper are
same as in Ref.@21#. These modify the empirical potentia
of Christensen and Winther@34# by setting the range adjus
ment parameterDR to be 0 fm.
The excitation function of the fusion cross section f
these two systems obtained by numerically solving
coupled channels equations is compared with the experim
tal data in Figs. 2 and 3~upper panels!. The experimental
data, taken from Ref.@21#, consist only of the evaporatio
residue cross sections, and do not include fission follow
fusion. The dotted lines are the results in the on
dimensional potential model, i.e., without the effects
channel coupling. As is well known, the experimental fusi
cross sections at sub-barrier energies are several orde
magnitude larger than the predictions of this model. The d
dashed lines are the results of the coupled channels cal
tions when the linear coupling approximation is used, wh

































calculations reported in Ref.@21#. They considerably under
estimate the fusion cross sections at sub-barrier energie
both systems. The situation is slightly improved when t
quadratic coupling approximation is used, i.e., when
nuclear coupling potential up to the second order of the
formation parameter@25# is included~dashed lines!. How-
ever, there still remain considerable discrepancies betw
the experimental data and the results of the coupled chan
calculations. When we include couplings to all order, we
the solid lines, which agree very well with the experimen
data. Dramatic effects of the higher order couplings on
sion cross sections are observed, especially at low ener
The slight underestimate of the fusion cross section at 12
MeV in the 64Ni1 96Zr reaction will be improved by taking
the effects of transfer reactions into account@35#.
The lower panels in Figs. 2 and 3 compare the results
our calculations of the average angular momentum of
compound nucleus with the experimental data as a func
of the bombarding energy. It is defined in terms of the par





s l . ~15!
The meaning of each line in these figures is the same a
the upper panels. We again observe that the experime
data are much better reproduced by taking the effects of c
FIG. 2. Excitation function of the fusion cross section~upper
panel! and the average angular momentum of the compo
nucleus~lower panel! for the 64Ni192Zr reaction. The experimenta
data are taken from Ref.@21#. The two-phonon states of the quad
rupole surface vibration of both the projectile and the target
taken into account in the coupled channels calculations. The do
line is the result in the absence of channel coupling. The dot-das
and the dashed lines are the results when the nuclear potent
expanded up to the first and the second order terms in the defo
tion parameters, respectively. The solid line is the results of
coupled channels calculations to all orders, obtained without

















































55 281VALIDITY OF THE LINEAR COUPLING . . .plings to all orders into account. We thus conclude that c
pling to all orders is essential to simultaneously reprod
the fusion cross sections and the average angular mome
data for heavy~nearly! symmetric systems. This is in agre
ment with the calculations required to fit the barrier distrib
tion for the 58Ni 1 60Ni reaction@7#.
B. Very asymmetric systems
We next consider the effects of higher order couplings
very asymmetric systems where the product of the cha
ZPZT is relatively small. For such systems, the coupled ch
nels calculations in the linear coupling approximation ha
achieved reasonable success in reproducing fusion excita
functions. However, no study has been performed to
whether the effects of higher order couplings on the ang
momentum distribution of the compound nucleus and on
barrier distributions are small. In this subsection we rea
lyze the experimental data for the16O1 112Cd reaction, for
which both fusion cross sections and average angular
mentum data are available@22#, and those for the16O1
144Sm reaction, where the the fusion barrier distribution h
been extracted from the precisely measured fusion cross
tions @6#. For simplicity in the calculations we ignore exc
tation of the projectile in both reactions. These effects will
discussed in a separate paper@36#, where it will be shown
that the octupole vibration of16O leads to a static renorma
ization of the fusion barrier@37,38#.
In calculating the fusion cross section for16O1 112Cd
scattering, we include the double quadrupole phonon st
and the single octupole phonon state of112Cd and their mu-
FIG. 3. Same as Fig. 2, but for64Ni196Zr fusion. The two-
phonon states of the quadrupole surface vibrations of the proje
and those of the octupole surface vibrations of the target are ta
into account in the coupled channels calculations. The experime


















tual excitations. The excitation energies are 0.617 and 2.
MeV for the one-phonon states of the quadrupole and
octupole vibrations, respectively. The deformation para
eters of the quadrupole and the octupole vibrations are e
mated to beb250.173 andb350.164, respectively@22#.
The radius parameter in the coupling interaction is taken
be 1.2 fm. Following Ref.@22#, we use a Woods-Saxon po
tential whose depth, range parameter, and surface diffuse
areV558 MeV, r 051.22 fm, anda50.63 fm, respectively.
The upper panel of Fig. 4 compares the results of
coupled channels calculations of fusion cross sections w
the experimental data taken from Ref.@22#. Compared with
the symmetric systems studied in the previous subsect
the enhancement of the fusion cross sections is fairly sm
This is partly because the product of the atomic num
ZPZT in this asymmetric system is smaller than the symm
ric systems. If we take the linear coupling approximation a
estimate the coupling strengthF at the barrier positionr B of





2S 2 RT~0!r B2 1 32l11 ~RT
~0!!l
r B
l11 D . ~16!
The coupling strength is thus proportional to the prod
ZPZT . This product is 384 for
16O1 112Cd scattering, while
it is 1120 for 64Ni1 92,96Zr reactions. The coupling strengt
in this asymmetric system is therefore several times sma
than in the symmetric systems, even though the values of
deformation parameters are similar. Another reason that
enhancement of the the fusion cross sections is small in v




FIG. 4. Same as Fig. 2, but for16O1112Cd fusion. In the
coupled channels calculations, the projectile is assumed to be i
The one- and two-phonon quadrupole states and the one-ph
octupole state of the target are taken into account. The experime


























































282 55HAGINO, TAKIGAWA, DASGUPTA, HINDE, AND LEIGHformula for the barrier penetrability, the mass parameter
pears in the exponent. Hence the heavier the mass, the
sensitive the penetrability to a slight change of the poten
Even though the results in the linear coupling approximat
~dot-dashed line! show a relatively small enhancement of t
fusion cross section compared with the no-coupling lim
there is still a significant change in going to second or
coupling, and then to all order coupling. The situation
similar for the average angular momentum. Thus even
such cases with lowZPZT , if data of high precision are
available, it seems that the linear coupling approximation
inadequate to allow quantitative conclusions to be dra
from a comparison of data and calculations.
The role of higher order couplings in very asymmet
systems can be more clearly seen by investigating the fu
barrier distributions. Therefore, we next consider the16O1
144Sm reaction, for which the effects on fusion barrier dist
butions of couplings to phonon states were shown exp
mentally for the first time@5,6,11#. The authors of Ref.@6#
have shown that the fusion barrier distribution for this s
tem is intimately related to the octupole vibration of144Sm,
and that the quadrupole vibration plays only a minor ro
Accordingly, we ignore the effects of the couplings to t
quadrupole phonon states of144Sm and include only the
single octupole phonon state at 1.81 MeV. The deforma
parameterb35 0.205 was used as in Ref.@6#. The ion-ion
potential was of a Woods-Saxon form. The depth, rad
parameter, and surface diffuseness were 105.1 MeV, 1.1
and 0.75 fm, respectively, as given in Ref.@39#.
The upper panel of Fig. 5 shows the fusion excitati
function from Ref.@6#, and the calculations. The meaning
FIG. 5. Excitation function of the fusion cross section~upper
panel! and the barrier distribution~lower panel! for 16O1144Sm
fusion. In the coupled channels calculations, the projectile is
sumed to be inert, while the single octupole phonon state of
target is taken into account. The meaning of each line is the sam

















each line is the same as in Fig. 2. As was the case
16O1 112Cd, we observe that the agreement of the theory
experiment appears to be improved only slightly by the
clusion of coupling to all orders. The barrier distributio
however, reveals significant changes due to the higher o
couplings ~see the lower panel of Fig. 5!. Note that there
exist two barriers in the present two-channel problem. Co
paring the results of the linear coupling approximation~the
dot-dashed line! with those of the all order coupling~the
solid line!, one observes that the higher order couplin
transfer some strength from the lower barrier to the hig
barrier, and at the same time lower the energies of both
riers.
This can be viewed in a different way by performing th
diagonalization of the coupling matrix at each position of t
internuclear separation to obtain the effective barriers, a
done in the computer codeCCMOD @23#. Figure 6 shows
these effective barriers fors-wave scattering. The meanin
of each line is the same as in Fig. 5. We observe that hig
order couplings decrease the energies of both the lower
the higher barriers, consistent with the barrier distributio
shown in Fig. 5. The higher order couplings also increase
width of both potential barriers~Fig. 6!, leading to narrower
peaks in the barrier distribution. This then results in the
parent better separation between the two barriers seen in
5.
For these asymmetric reactions, the couplings are wea
a result of a combination of the small product ofZPZT and
the relatively small deformation parameters. In such ca
the first order approximation might have been expected to
valid. Despite this, the calculations which include couplin
to all orders show significant differences from first order c
culations. It is clear therefore that high precision measu
ments should be analyzed using all order couplings e
when coupling is weak.
IV. SUMMARY
We have shown that in heavy-ion fusion reactions, hig
order couplings to nuclear surface vibrations play an imp
tant role. Such higher order terms in the Coulomb coupl
can be safely neglected. Previous work indicated that s
dard coupled channels calculations are not very successf




FIG. 6. Effective potential barriers for thes-wave scattering of
16O from 144Sm obtained by diagonalizing the coupling matrix. Th






































55 283VALIDITY OF THE LINEAR COUPLING . . .shown that the data can be described well by coupled ch
nels calculations once couplings to all orders are includ
We found that for the64Ni1 92,96Zr reactions, terms beyon
those in the quadratic coupling approximation result in f
ther enhancement of the fusion cross sections at sub-ba
energies. The additional enhancement is as large as tha
to the inclusion of quadratic coupling. The inclusion of t
coupling to all orders is crucial to reproduce the experim
tal fusion cross sections and the average angular mome
We performed calculations also for the16O1 112Cd, 144Sm
reactions as examples of very asymmetric systems where
coupling is weaker. It is found that in such cases higher or
couplings result in a non-negligible enhancement of the
sion cross sections and a significant modification of bar
distributions as well as the average angular momenta.
High precision fusion cross section measurements to
duce the barrier distribution and measurements of ang
momentum distributions are designed to study the impor
couplings in a reaction. The sensitivity to couplings
greatly enhanced by performing experiments involving tar
projectile combinations with a large value ofZPZT . It has
been shown in this paper that higher order coupling sign



































momentum even for weak coupling cases like16O1 112Cd,
144Sm with values ofZPZT;400. Thus, spurious conclu
sions regarding the nature of couplings could be reache
high quality experimental data, particularly for heavier sy
tems, are compared with calculations performed only w
first order coupling. The stage has now been reached w
the standard codes of the coupled channels calculat
should be revised to include coupling to all orders.
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